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Writing this editorial makes us very happy as we are approaching the most colorful season of the year. The
flowers are blossoming and the gardens are starting to resurrect from a cold and white winter. The tulips and
narcissus make their break through reminding us a new Spring has arrived. Our spirits rejuvenate and we
start planning many trips and outdoors activities.
The artists chosen in this issue are a resemblance of vitality, color and energy. Santiago Picatoste is an Spanish
artist based in Malaga. His international journey has influenced his crystallized portraits creating a phycology of colors. Visual Artist Britta Dietsche loves movement, time and sensuality. A self-taught artist active for
more than 25 years, Dietsche has developed a traditional collage technique adapting to the innovations of the
the new media era. Sensibility, Feminity and Tranquility describe Elena Kupreeva‘s artworks, capturing the
beauty and uniqueness of this world.
In the Raising Awareness section, Black Tears research project uses art as an instrument for social transformation and concerns for women‘s human rights.
If you are planning your summer holidays any time soon, staying at the Forte Village in Sardinia is an unforgettable experience. Children are all day entertained while teenagers find an endless freedom and parents
enjoy the beautiful beaches or relax at the most exclusive beauty spas.
Satama‘s cakes transform feelings into designed sculptures in the field of hand crafted sweet creations.
And we never forget our people, the ones who make ZC so special. Meeting you all in our ZC events encourages us to progress every day.
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Santiago Picatoste
CRYSTALLIZATION BLISS

Santiago Picatoste

Santiago Picatoste‘s work focuses
on a chromatic level, on the
phycology of color creating an
equilibrium with material like oils
and acrylics and an alchemy with
the translucent media used like
methacrylate and glass.

ZC Art CRYSTALLIZATION
April 2016
OF PAINTINGS

His apparent gestural violence does
not hide the harmony that contains
his brushstrokes . Always playing
with colour, Picatoste adds luminosity and transparency in every single
strike becoming a full expression of
meaningful artworks.
www.santiagopicatoste.com
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In her new series of artworks from 2016, the artist decodes how the apparently spontaneous operation of looking is in fact a sophisticated mechanism of interaction between the viewer and the object,
a process that involves memories and desires. Developing multi-layered surfaces, the artist reveals
the presence of the external gaze through strategies of seduction, amazement, and concealment. To
delve deeper into this issue, Dietsche purposefully repeats the representation of women, not only to
communicate intimate experiences, but also to explore the role of the uncountable feminine representations circulating in magazines and other forms of mass media in the production of the feminine
imagery. Often used as a way to promote desires of possession or imitation, the feminine images
are today a very sophisticated combination of natural beauty and social constructs. For this reason,
it appears to be a perfect object for the research carried out by the artist, who wishes to explore the
mechanisms that rule why, how, and what we look at.
Dietsche’s works are always conceived in series, playing with variations of an image. A first photo is
radically reworked to create different versions, each one with its own subtle character, but remaining
nonetheless strongly connected with the other works of the series.
www.brittadietsche.com | britta@brittadietsche.com
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Mask I, 2015
Fine Art Print on Canvas

www.brittadietsche.com | britta@brittadietsche.com

Swiss artist Britta Dietsche has been developing her personal style over the last 30 years. Her passion for new media, digital artwork and photography merges in her Collages, which all represent
elements of contemporary society. The representation of women in current media is often a subject
of the artists work, as well as time and different temporalities. Britta lives with her husband and her
two children in Switzerland.
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Unveiled II, 2015
Fine Art Print on Canvas
ZC Art April 2016

Queen Katharina II, 2015
Fine Art Print on Canvas

www.brittadietsche.com | britta@brittadietsche.com

„Only with the emergence of photography, in the middle of the 19th century, the portrait
became progressively more rare, although still present, as for instance in the work of Andy
Warhol, and more recently of Cindy Sherman. Queen Katharina pays homage to this artistic
tradition, reinterpreted by integrating 21st century devices, such as the use of new media.“
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Desire III, 2015
Fine Art Print on Canvas

www.brittadietsche.com | britta@brittadietsche.com

Desire IV, 2015
Fine Art Print on Canvas
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www.brittadietsche.com | britta@brittadietsche.com

Codebreaker I, 2015
Fine Art Print on Canvas
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Elena Kupreeva
CAPTURING BEAUTY
Art in many of its forms has always fascinated me. The ability to convey your feelings
onto your chosen medium, and to share your vision with people around you is an artist‘s
unique privilege. Coming from a diplomatic background, extensive travels and constant
changing of country and scenery has, admittedly, been challenging at times, but has
helped broadening my vision.

I then took a break from my artistic pursuits
to study at MGIMO University in Moscow - a
cradle of Russian diplomatic service - and
get a diploma in international journalism.
My trips to Europe, North America and Asia
have inspired me to explore a variety of artistic
styles.
But it never seems to be enough - I love to
explore new ways to express myself and to
capture the beauty and uniqueness of the
surrounding world. Moving to Switzerland in
2010 with my husband proved to be a fresh
start for me, where I took to the easel with
new ardour.
Right now I‘m working on a new project
that I hope to share with you during my next
vernissage this coming November.
www.elenakupreeva.ch

Elena Kupreeva
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MOST MANDALAS HAVE AN INTUITIVE, IRRATIONAL CHARACTER THROUGH SYMBOLICAL UNCONCIOUSNESS. LIKE ICONS, THEY POSSESS A MAGICAL SIGNIFICANCE.

FISH GARDEN
INK ON PAPER 40X40CM
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POND
INK ON PAPER 40X40CM
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Satama‘ s Cakes
SWEET SCULPTURES
The inspiration and creativity of Santiago Tamayo's Satama' s Cakes
come from the heart of Love.
Love in all its facets: Life, Family, Humanity, Soul Mate..all these feelings transformed in sweet, the
sweet enchantment of life.
www.satamas.

www.satamas.ch

www.satamas.ch
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BULLETIN-Raising Awareness

>>> Who made Black Tears possible? <<<

Black Tears

The 2245 participating women, co-authors, did it.
Six volunteers at the association spent many hours
putting together the pieces. Black Tears’ team was
also essential in the execution of the tapestry. Especially Yolanda Feal, my partner all the way.

by Alejandra Corral (Kuska)

B

lack Tears is a research project on the use of
art as an instrument for social transformation
and it concerns global human rights of women
and girls. It is the collective creation of a work of art
consisting of a tapestry of 2 x 14 meters, which has
involved the participation of 2245 women from 46
countries.
In fact, "this is one of the social-artistic projects that
has involved a greater number of women around
the world," - according to Mrs. Ana Teresa Alario
Trigueros, PhD of Gender Studies at the University
of Valladolid and Art Professor - and one of the first
examples of Community Art in Spain.
This giant textile, using an ancient fabric technique,
is meant to raise awareness of the victims of sexual
trafficking and aims to raise funds for Proyecto
Esperanza and the Amaranta Foundation, which
combat sexual slavery of women and girls in Spain
and Asia (Siliguri, India). Trafficking - which is called
the slavery of the 21st century - is one of the worst
expressions of gender violence.
>>> How did Black Tears arise? <<<
I have always been haunted by the same question:
What is art useful for? I would have said to com-
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municate. But in our todays’ world, is this still true?
For an artist to ensure that his message conveys to
the public implies the conjunction of many factors.
And even so, the artist never gets to see the consequences of communicating that message. Since
the transformation, if any, occurs over time through
coexistence with the artwork.
When the economic crisis began in 2007 in Spain,
this question became even more pressing. At this
time, I was obsessed with the Bauhaus and the
idea of art for the masses. This idea was very appealing to me since it expanded the communication
capacity of art and contributed to the demystification of it.
Within this school, the artist that fascinated me the
most was Annie Albers. For me, she was the most
important textile creative of the twentieth century.
Not only because of her work, but also for the
fact of being a woman and working with textiles,
originally considered a craft discipline and typically
feminine. All these thoughts and circumstances led
me to the following idea: what about art created
by the mass for the mass? And that is how I came
up with Black Tears.

Associations, SME’s and Foundations like The
Bernard Sunley Charitable Foundation, got deeply
involved as well. But it was the essential and
unconditional support of the Public Campus Maria
Zambrano of Segovia, of the University of Valladolid (UVA) and especially that of its Dean (Mr.
Agustín García Matilla), who from its beginning
believed in the project, that gave us the strength to
start the adventure.
Some of them have supported the project through
economic contributions of various amounts, but all
have contributed with their efforts and hard work
to make Black Tears come true. Therefor, we most
conclude that Black Tears’ tapestry is a collective
work of art of civil society against human trafficking.
>>> What has been the result of Black Tears project? <<<
In June 2014, took place the first exhibition of the
finished tapestry at the Public Campus Maria Zambrano of Segovia, of the University of Valladolid
(UVA), which was attended by over 5000 people.

Since then, it has been brought to public attention all through Europe in numerous exhibitions
that will keep on going until the end of 2016. The
purpose of them is to increase it’s visibility, for both
opportunities and the sale value of the tapestry
when sold.
Among these exhibitions, I would like to stand
out the one that took place at The Other Art Fair,
UK (London, April 2015). There it was visited by
thousands of people of all ages and nationalities,
and with a clear interest in the art market. In the
first instance, what called their attention was the
beauty and size of the tapestry. But when the team
members explained what the project was about
and what was its aim, they transformed. There
were even people who were moved to tears by so
much solidarity energy united in a single object. It
was awesome!
I had hoped that art could change ways of thinking, move consciences, but I never thought I
would have the chance to see it in real time. For
the first time the metamorphosis took place before
my eyes. From that moment on, art has become
for me a bridge of communication between society
and all those realities that need to be rescued from
anonymity.
www.arteyconcienciacionsocial.com
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Films in Spring

A Hologram for the
King.
Drama. Directed by Tom
Tykwer with Tom Hanks,
Ben Whishaw and Sarita
Choudhury.
A failed entrepreneur
travels to Saudia Arabia
to sell his business idea
to a wealthy monarch.

The Man Who Knew
Infinity. Bio, Drama.
Directed by Matt Brown
with Jeremy Irons, Dev
Patel and Stephen Fry.
Srinivasan Ramanujan
Iyengar gets admission to
Cambridge University to
become a pioneer in
mathematical theories
with the guidance of his
professor, G.H Hardy.
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How to Be Single.
Comedy directed by
Christian Ditter with
Dakota Johnson, Rebel
Wilson and Leslie Mann.
New York City is full of
lonely hearts seeking for
the right match.

My Big Fat Greek
Wedding 2. Comedy.
Directed by Kirk Jones
with Nia Vardalos, John
Corbett and Michael
Constantine. A Portokalos
family secret bring them
together in an ever bigger
Greeker wedding.
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FORTE VILLAGE SARDINIA

Where the extraordinary happens every day
The new FORTE VILLAGE is the multi- award winning destination on Sardinia‘s southern
coast and is completely renovated for 2016. In an elegant laid- back style, it‘s eight hotels,
eight spacious villas and forty suites offering a private patio and garden where guests can
enjoy the surroundings while kids are playing in total freedom and safety. Gordon Ramsay
and Alfons Schuhbeck creative menus will surprise you in their elegant seafront
restaurants.
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Two Michelin Italian star Emanuele Scarello will grace the ‚Trattoria Italiana‘
with splendid sea views. Children wonderland with over 37square feet of entertainment
and its new Barbie Activity Centre, Mario‘s Village and the Fisher-Price Nursery opening
daily. For the teenagers they will have endless freedom at the Leisure Land and Marvin‘s
Magic Academy while the adults are detoxing and relaxing at the Aquaforte Spa. Forte
Village Sport Academies give the kids the joy of playing and training their skills and talents.
Hospitality, wellbeing, leisure, sport, fashion and food. Experience every moment to the
full at Forte Village Sardinia.
www.fortevillageresort.com
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Operaball 2016

DELIRIOUS NIGHT AT THE OPERABALL
A night of Opera, Ballet and Debutante Ball in the Operahaus in Zurich. The city of Zurich dresses up for a night of music and dance in a beautiful gala with dinner served by
the Baur au Lac Hotel. The most elegant gowns seen dancing on the stage, an opportunity for every woman to feel like a sovereign.
Photos by www.susannenagelphotography.com

Karin Mugnaini wit Kim Kassel
Diethelm and friends

Mrs. & Mr. Fernandez

Michael & Samira Hübler with
Ute Baum & Axel Krieger

Nubya Singer with
Clifford Lilley

Sandra Zita, ZC and Dianne
Brill

Debutante Ball

Susanne Nagel and ZC

Shawne Fielding and ZC

Ballet
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Thomas & Bettina Meyer with
Alessandra Schwerzler and
Urs Küng
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Art meets Fashion
ZC Community met in Gustav Zurich for a beautiful cocktail
reception to celebrate the first ZC edition of 'Art meets Fashion'.

Art meets Fashion event
Elena Kupreeva II

Natalia Sevastynova & Ekaterina
Koyle

Visual artist Britta Dietsche exhibited her latest Fine Art Print on
Canvas where artworks
like 'Desire' 'Skyscraper''Queen Katharina'
and 'Mask' enlightened
the lobby of this wellknown residence in
the heart of Zurich.

Rey Rodriguez & Roger Müller

Artist Britta Dietsche
Dietsche is a self-taught artist with over 25 years
of experience. Specialized in photocollage, her
paintings promote desire and an uncountable
feminity combined with the natural beauty of
her female characters.
Van der Graaf Couture and Colette Sol shoes
entertained us with a delightful Fashion Show.
Celeste van der Graaf's silk and cashmere kimo-cape designs surprised the audience while
Colette Humphrey colourful shoes got every
women's attention. Patricia Seidl melodic songs
at the piano stirred a night of glam and fun. A
joyful event to all our Zurichsee Connections
members.

Elena Kupreeva, Marian Abed, ZC, Patrick Abas &
Ivana Fritz

Manuela Haugwitz & Jacques Kägi

Marina Sturm, Nicholas Scheuermann & Hilda
Maria Gartner

Elena Olcese, ZC and Marta Palau

Patricia Seidl

Carolina Tristante & ZC
Jovana Schüttler
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Samantha Clausen & Beatriz
Cortes

Michael von Mentlen

Mr. & Mrs. van der Graaf with ZC
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